the drive you demand

For Swiss qualified investors only

UBAM (CH) -GOLD +
Actively-managed gold exposure with daily liquidity
UBAM (CH) - Gold + is an actively-managed gold fund that seeks to outperform gold, as measured by
the London Gold Fixing PM (Goldlnpm Index) with risk that is similar to or lower than that of the benchmark.
The fund seeks to participate in the upside potential of gold while minimising volatility and downside risk.

Key points

Investment case

 Gold has a very important role to

Gold has a major role to play in investment portfolios. It is not only a good way of
diversifying portfolio risk, but it also remains the ultimate store of value. Gold is a
multi-faceted underlying, and its price can be influenced by different drivers. On the
fundamental side, macroeconomics, geopolitics, physical supply and demand are
important factors to monitor but it is also worth considering the investment flows
trend, the technical side and derivatives features as they can significantly impact the
yellow metal’s price. Those factors are likely to make gold prices volatile and active
management contributes to controlling volatility and provides access to well diversified
performance drivers.

play in investment portfolios, both
as a diversifier and as ultimate
protection in times of major crisis

 Future price action is likely to be

volatile, increasing the need for
active management

 The fund offers daily liquidity and

is benchmarked against the London
Gold Fixing PM benchmark

 Investment constraints limit the risk

exposure to individual strategies as
well as the portfolio’s overall risk
relative to gold

Fund concept
Traditional methods of investing in gold have disadvantages. There are costs
associated with storing physical gold, passive funds do not generate additional returns
and gold mining equities react to external factors unrelated to the price of gold itself.
UBAM (CH) - Gold + combines the security of physical gold with the return potential of
alpha strategies. These strategies include directional, carry and volatility trades.
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Sources: Datastream, Bloomberg as at 28.02.2019
Past performance is not indicative of future results

Investment process

Dynamic strategies

 Benchmark replication – maintain 100% gold exposure of

which a minimum of 85% held in physical gold
 Dynamic strategies – directional (dynamic exposure to

gold) and non-directional (carry, volatility and currency
diversification) through highly liquid instruments
 Strict risk control performed by the portfolio management

team and by UBP’s independent risk-management team

Benchmark
replication

Directional, Carry
and Volatility
strategies

Risk management

100% gold exposure
established as
 85% physical gold
(minimum)

Thematic play
 On gold exposure

An independent risk
budget per strategy

 On currency
diversification

Risk budgets designed
to cap underperformance
versus benchmark at
 200 bps monthly

 15% gold futures
 No other precious
metal

Investment guidelines
 Physical gold securely vaulted in Switzerland
 Independent risk budget per strategy designed to cap relative

Physical gold stored in
Switzerland
 Safe jurisdiction

underperformance at 200 bps monthly

 On implied volatility
Long/Short exposure
 Max limit ± 30%

 600 bps over a rolling
12-month period

Option strategies
 Outright call or put

Risk limits and budget
monitoring

 Calendar spread

 By team, via proprietary
system “VolArt”

 Term structure
arbitrage

 Gold exposure between 70% and 130% of assets

under management

 By UBP Risk
Management

Technical analysis
 Proprietary quantitative decision tools

Investment team
 Highly experienced investment professionals
 Complementary skills in quantitative and qualitative analysis

Main risks
With lower risk,

With higher risk,

potentially lower rewards
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potentially higher rewards
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SRRI relates to the ID USD share class CH0117983624 as of 31.01.2019. This
indicator represents the annual historical volatility of the fund.
Risk category reflects level of risk and return profile: 1 lowest; 2 low; 3 limited;
4 average/moderate; 5 high; 6 very high; 7 highest risk.
Historical data such as that used to calculate the synthetic indicator cannot be
considered as a reliable indication of the fund’s future risk profile. The risk category
associated with the fund is not guaranteed and may change over time.

General information
Fund name

UBAM (CH)

Performance fee

20% above benchmark, paid quarterly

Sub-fund name

UBAM (CH) - Gold +

Benchmark

London Gold Fixing PM (Goldlnpm Index)

Legal form of the fund

Swiss contractual fund

Management company

Gérifonds SA, Lausanne

Category

Other fund for traditional investments

Investment manager

Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Geneva

Launch date

22 October 2010

Custodian

Banque Cantonale Vaudoise, Lausanne

Bid/offer price

NAV

Auditor

PricewaterhouseCoopers (SA), Pully

Minimum Investment

1 share

Distributor

Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Geneva

Currency

USD (EUR/CHF/SGD)

CH, SG

Subscription/redemption

Daily

Country where distribution
is authorised

Management fee

A: 1.5%; I: 1.0%

ISIN

AD USD: CH0117983558; ID USD: CH0117983624

520 - Product card 04-19

Disclaimer
This is a marketing document and is intended for informational and/or marketing purposes only. It is confidential and is intended to be used only by the person(s) to whom it was delivered. It may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or delivered,
given, sent or in any other way made accessible, to any other person without the prior written approval of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA or any entity of the UBP Group (“UBP”). This document reflects the opinion of UBP as of the date of issue. This
document is for distribution only to persons who are Qualified Investors in Switzerland or Professional Clients, Eligible Counterparties or an equivalent category of investors as defined by the relevant laws (all such persons together being referred to as
“relevant persons”). This document is directed only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use, in whole or in part, in any jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication, or use would be unlawful, nor is it directed to any person to whom or entity to which it would be unlawful to direct such a document. In particular, this document may not be distributed in the United States of America and/or to US
persons (including US citizens residing outside the United States of America). This document has not been produced by UBP’s financial analysts and is not to be considered financial research. It is not subject to any guidelines on financial research and
independence of financial analysis. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, UBP has not verified the information from third sources in this
document and does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. UBP makes no representations, provides no warranty and gives no undertaking, express or implied, regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein nor does it
accept any liability whatsoever for any errors, omissions or misstatements. The information contained herein is subject to change without prior notice. UBP gives no undertaking to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies in it which may become
apparent. This document may refer to the past performance of investment interests. Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. The value of investment interests can fall as well as rise. Any capital invested may be at risk and investors may
not get back some or all of their original capital. Any performance data included in this document does not take into account fees, commissions, and expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities, nor any taxes that may be levied. Changes
in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in investors’ returns. All statements other than statements of historical fact in this document are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements do not guarantee future performances. The
financial projections included in this document do not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of current expectations and assumptions which may not eventuate. The actual performance, results, financial
condition and prospects of an investment interest may differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this document as the projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and
other uncertainties that may adversely affect performance. UBP also disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The contents of this document should not be construed as any
form of advice or recommendation to purchase or sell any security or funds. This document does not replace a prospectus or any other legal documents, which can be obtained free of charge from the registered office of a fund or from UBP. The opinions
herein do not take into account individual investors’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. Each investor must make his/her own independent decision regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and should independently determine
the merits or suitability of any investment. In addition, the tax treatment of any investment in the fund(s) mentioned herein depends on each individual investor’s circumstances. Investors are invited to carefully read the risk warnings and the regulations set
out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are advised to seek professional counsel from financial, legal and tax specialists. The tax treatment of any investment depends on the investor’s individual circumstances and may be subject to change
in the future. This document should not be deemed an offer nor a solicitation to buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, funds, products, or financial instruments, to make any investment, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction
where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. Telephone calls to the telephone number stated in this presentation may be recorded. UBP will assume that,
by calling this number, you consent to this recording. UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority and is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority. UBP is subject to
regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Any subscriptions not based on the funds’ latest prospectuses with integrated fund contracts, KIIDs, annual or semi-annual reports (the “Funds’ Legal
Documents” ) shall not be acceptable. The Fund’s Legal Documents may be obtained free of charge from Gérifonds SA, rue du Maupas 2, 1002 Lausanne, or from Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, 96–98 rue du Rhône, P.O. Box 1320, 1211 Geneva 1.
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